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ONI label intends to assume

a contemporary urban style,

capable of covering a wide range 

of fashion accessories,

positioning it as a trendy brand 

and simultaneously timeless.

This new label will support

a wide range of personalized 

fashion accessories that should 

be a must in wearing the elegant 

and modern men and women with

a sense of style.

It’s signature reinforces

the desired omnipresence:

EVERYWEAR



ONI EVERYWEAR
We are proud to announce
the first collection
of Tailor-Made,
personalized Handmade
Acetate Sunglasses.



Choose model

Choose

lenses color

Choose frames color
from the 3 available

to each model

You can make this handcrafted top 

quality sunglasses in an unique 

piece in the world, by combining 

your preferred frames colour with 

lenses of your choice and mainly 

by engraving your own name in the 

inner temple.

TECHINAL DATA:

* Made to Order and Personalized

* Handmade in Portugal

* Italian Mazzucchelli acetate

* Italian Lenses CR39

* Filter category 3

* Hard case and Cleaning Cloth

* Unisex

PERSONALIZATION OPTIONSPERSONALIZATION

Persona lized handmade sun gla sses 1.

2.

3.

4.
Engrave your name
or a personal text

in the internal frames



LENSES COLOURS

Brown 90%

(darker)

Brown 75% Dark brown degrade Light brown degrade

Grey 90%

(darker)

Green B.15 90%

(darker)

Grey 75%

Green B.15 75%

Grey degrade



COLLECTION

2017
The collection presents
a retro and vintage look,
deeply inspired in the 50’s
and 60’s movies, combining
the charm and elegance
of a vintage design with
a modern touch.



Handmade in Portugal it’s production 
joins the savoir-faire and experience
of our artisans with the trendiest
business model in the fashion industry:

personalized and uniquely made
for each customer.





This model with a retro

rectangular shape inspired

in Wayfarer style, brings

the elegance of the 50’s for

a classic but timeless class.

Style worn by everyone in the 

50’s, from movie stars

to presidents, this design still 

remains a fashionable and highly

demanded and a must have look.
BROWN CRYSTALBLACK

MODEL ONI

Lens color
Dark brown degrade





Another timeless rectangular

60’s retro style frame big Faith 

model. A classic model with a 

modern twist given by amazing 

premium acetate colours that 

makes them a charming ensemble.

CAMUFLAGE GREYSUNSET

MODEL DUA

Lens color
Grey 75%





MODEL TRI

One of our all-time favorite,

a reinterpreted modern version

of a double bridge frame with

a vintage look, giving a

contemporary design to fit all 

face types. Vertical double

rivets on the front reinforces 

the modernity and urban mood

of this trendy model.
CARAMEL BLACKBOREALIS

Lens color
Green B.15 90% (darker)





MODEL KVAR

An amazing combination design, 

with a double bridge frame and 

format inspired in the classic 

Aviator style adapted to acetate, 

resulted in a stunning model for 

a dynamic and powerful look.

TURTLE CRYSTALBLACK

Lens color
Brown 75%





Our most iconic model that brings 

us memories of unforgettable

movie moments with Audrey

Hepburn, Cary Grant, Diane Keaton 

or even most recently Leonardo

di Caprio. 

Deeply inspired by the 7th Art

it homages the movies. With

its vintage design they will 

transform you in a star. The 

round frames with a rivets trio 

handcrafted in premium acetate 

this model in a must have

accessory for an elegant and 

classy everyday look.

OCEAN TORTOISECRYSTAL

MODEL KVIR

Lens color
Grey 90% (darker)





This model is all about being 

more adventurous created to be 

the most wearable, and coolest 

sunglasses of the summer season. 

Based always in our vintage 

concept, this model bring to  

the classic a new twist with 

dual color frames.

Perfect for a summer day at 

the beach.

GREEN-BLUE BLUE-GRASSRED DEGRADE

MODEL SEP





A second vintage model with 

a double bridge frame inspired 

in the Aviator style. A subtil 

metal end piece  gives this model 

an elegant look for a unisex 

usage.

Our new amazing frames colors 

full of color effects, make this 

model a unique and must have 

fashion accessory.

STRIPED IRON BROWN MARBLECOPPER DEGRADE

MODEL OKA

Lens color
Brown 90% (darker)






